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CASE STUDIES



FLEXIBILITY 
“WORK FLEXIBILITY — THE ABILITY  
TO CHOOSE HOW, WHEN AND WHERE  
TO WORK.” (Aki Ouye, 2011)

The key to successful workspaces is to empower individuals by  

giving them choices that allow control over their work environment. 

When they can choose where and how they work, they have more 

capacity to draw energy and ideas from others and be re-ener-

gized by moments of solitude.

Flexible spaces that provide the opportunity for exploration  

(interacting with people in many other social groups),  

engagement (interacting with people within your social  

group), and energy (interacting with more people overall),  

result in successful communication and more collaboration.

COLLABORATION PRIVACY
We require a variety of workspaces that afford more or less privacy 

at different times and in different situations. The challenge is to find 

the right balance of social and private and to provide spaces that 

enhance feelings of privacy and collaboration.

A balance between public and private workspaces best supports 

collaboration. Two strategic approaches to space-planning that 

help to foster collaboration are the distributed model and the  

zone model.

DISTRIBUTED MODEL
Blends focused, individual & 
collaborative, group areas for 
quick shifting between modes  
of work. The close proximity  
allows for engagement, with 
easy opportunity for retreat  
to private areas.

SOCIOPETAL SETTING 
Settings that facilitate  
social interaction

(Gifford, 2014)

TYPES OF PRIVACY 
ACOUSTICAL
VISUAL
TERRITORY
VIRTUAL

ZONE MODEL 
Designated areas within  

the larger workplace for 
focused, quiet spaces,  
physically separating  
open and private areas.

(Steelcase, The Privacy Solution)

SOCIOFUGAL SETTING 
Settings that discourage  

social interaction

When resources are within close proximity to one another,  

they afford opportunities for interactions through circulation 

and spatial relationships. As a result, various “collision zones” 

are created that encourage engagement between different  

departments, improving work productivity and nurturing  

office culture and teamwork overall. 

(Voila, Multi-use Operative Space)

(Ogilvy, Slow Connections)



OGILVY AND MEC  
BDG ARCHITECTURE & DESIGN 
London, UK / Advertising Agency 
226,000 Sq. Ft. / 12 Floors
1,700 Ogilvy + 700 MEC Employees

AN INNOVATIVE COLLABORATIVE 
VENTURE — MULTIPLE SITES MERGED 
INTO ONE, CENTRAL HUB.

The workplace delivers a cultural shift for the 1,700 Ogilvy 

staff – and 700 working for sister company MEC who are 

co-located within the building – to encourage dramatic, 

flexible and collaborative work between different parts  

of the organization, to produce a new and efficient 

workplace model for the 21st century.

The space is arranged around a series of structural interventions 

within the existing building. These create vistas, platforms and 

connections between different groups and departments, 

while providing alternative places to work — both public 

and private. 

MORE THAN ½ USABLE FLOOR AREA IS 
SHARED SPACE & FACILITIES, SUPPORTING 
WORK THAT IS INCREASINGLY INFORMAL, 
FLEXIBLE & CONNECTED — PROVIDING 
CHOICE & CONTROL.

40+ UNIQUE OPEN & PRIVATE 
SEATING ARRANGEMENTS AND 
WORKSPACES PER FLOOR.



The entire central stack of space on the upper floors is  

designated as shared space, common areas, containing  

the ‘slow’ connections between floors, as well as supporting 

various flexible working activities ranging from solo, private 

spaces to large meeting rooms.

The east and west stacks provide self-contained workspaces 

for the different Ogilvy Group brands, a collection of  

neighborhoods, connected by common spaces, each  

with their own ‘front doors’.

Shared

Lobby

Workspace

Entrance

Entertainment

1
1

1

2

2

FAST CONNECTIONS
Simple staircases aimed at providing rapid access. 

SLOW CONNECTIONS 
Meander between floors, encouraging interaction and  
chance encounters.

Flexible work areas that make sense when they’re not in use.

Shared

Workspace

Workspace



Cutting large openings into the floor within the middle zone 

opened up spaces and alleviated the oppressive atmosphere 

created by the low ceilings.

These openings would also create much-needed new 

opportunities for vertical circulation within the building.

The overall result was the ability to create a large variety of  

spaces available for the different Ogilvy Group companies, which 

vary significantly in size and activity, all connected by a central 

shared zone, that acts as buffers between the different parts of the 

company, allowing them to expand and contract in a natural way. 

Close proximity of these resources foster a culture of collaboration 

across the workplace, while still providing areas of escape. 

Shared Space

Vertical Circulation

Workspace Zones

Privacy Zones

50%
SHARED SPACE

40%
WORKSPACE

10%

SPACE DISTRIBUTION

WHY FLEXIBILITY?
Workers want more autonomy over their workplace —  

the ability to choose how, when and where their work gets done. 

WHY COLLABORATION?
A collaborative workplace naturally cultivates a sense of  

community within an organization, creating efficient  

communication between departments, boosting performance 

and productivity throughout the company.

WHY PRIVACY?
Workers need time to focus alone, or in pairs to generate ideas 

or process information before coming together to build on  

those ideas.

CONCLUSION
A combination of the distributed and zone models provides  

the best of both approaches: open, collaborative work areas,  

convenient access to on-demand privacy and the ability to  

plan ahead for guaranteed privacy as needed — a truly  

flexible environment.

THE MOST EFFECTIVE WORKSPACES BRING EMPLOYEES TOGETHER 

BY UTILIZING PROXIMITY, PRIVACY AND PERMISSIONS.

Vertical circulation that encourages 
exploration, engagement and energy. 



COLORFUL TO SPARK  
IMAGINATION AND CREATIVITY

6
NUMBER OF  
DIFFERENT TYPES OF  
SEATING/WORK SPACE 

VIOLA 
M+N ARCHITECTURE
Abu Dhabi / Communications Office 
1463.0 sqm / 12o Employees
4th Floor Twofour54 Park /Rotana Building

1. OPEN OFFICES

2. THREE SEPARATE ENTRANCES

3. INFORMAL + FORMAL MEETING ROOMS

4. LARGE RECREATIONAL AREA 

5. KITCHEN

6. TWO VIDEO EDITING STUDIOS

7. ONE VOICE RECORDING STUDIO

8. SERVER ROOM, PANTRY, STORAGE

1

3

3

3

2 22

4

5
67

8

Recreational area takes the 

shape from the world-famous 

tetris and its bright VGA  

colors, often moved  

around to form different  

arrangements

“THINK-TANKS” scattered around the office are movable 
boxes, softly upholstered in colorful fabrics with screens,  
HDMI-USB connections and can be fitted to any floor box  
for improvised and informal presentations,  quick  
brainstorming sessions or just relaxing.

INFORMAL PRESENTATIONS  |  BRAINSTORMING | RELAXING 

WHY FLEXIBILITY?  
ARE OPTIONAL SPACES PROVIDED?  

CAN A SPACE BE PHYSICALLY TRANSFORMED?

Good design should allow employees to work when, where and  

how they choose. Measured by number of different types of seating



HIGHER MANAGEMENT

Creative Directors have their own 

private space - “cylinders” while in 

direct contact with their team.

Zoning is achieved with the use of “cylinders” and the “boxes”.

Boxes contain closed offices and studios and private rooms.

Board meeting room has a 

“swiss cheese-like enclosure 

which allows light and  

sufficient privacy. 

Office is divided into the operative 

staff and the more private higher 

management departments.

WHY PRIVACY? 
To allow comfort as well as security for possessions,  

conversation and identity.

VISUAL  |   ACOUSTIC  |  TERRITORIAL



Operative area’s fluid design allows all staff to work in the same  

space while maintaining a division between directors and  

operatives, and maintaining character of each department. 

All teams can easily interact and work side by side. 

Several themes of different colors are used to mark each  

department and carpets’ custom-made design change  

accordingly.

CREATE MORE SPACES WHERE  
PEOPLE COULD WORK REMOTELY 
AND NOT JUST AT THEIR DESK

Playful characteristic of meeting  
rooms encourage collaboration and  
fuels creativity.

“CREATIVE AND FUNKY” 

OPERATIVE STAFF: OPEN AND INTERACTIVE

COMMUNICATIONS

ADVERTISING

PUBLIC RELATIONS

EVENTS

PRODUCERS

OUTDOORS

48 PERCENT  
OPEN SPACE

WHY COLLABORATION? 
engaged employees can boost company’s bottom  

line by 20% emotionally invested employees focus  

on creating value
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SITE AND
BUILDING  
ANALYSIS



BLUE LAGOON DRIVE 
25.7823886871338 N 
80.2789688110352 W
The NW provides views to the Blue Lagoon. The building is 

nested between the Hilton and a Regus hotel. There is also 

a parking lot near by. Proving adequate landscaping around 

the building will enhance well being.

N

57TH
 A

V
E

FLAGLER

AIRPORT

836

NW W SW SE



60° 
6:31 am

115° 
7:03 am

131° 
9 am

192° 
1 pm

240° 
5 pm

244° 
5:35 pm

81.5° 
9 am

163° 
12:20 pm

256° 
1 pm

284°
5 pm   

296°
7:15 pm   

N

N

SUN ANALYSIS

SUMMER

WINTER

 

28° 
5 pm

44° 
9 am

31° 
1 pm

WINTER
SUNPATH ELEVATION

9:00AM

7:15PM

SUN  
PENETRATION
The summer & winter sun penetrate 

the SE wall. The summer sun  

penetrates the NW curtain wall 

during sun down. Both the NW & SE 

side of the building will benefit from 

either shading devices or foliage from 

nearby trees to prevent glare and 

excessive heat gain. The middle  

of the of fice space, along the  

structural columns as well as the 

buildings spine have significantly  

less daylight than the NW & SE walls.  

Summer
2nd Floor Elevation

Winter
2nd Floor Elevation

SUMMER  
PLAN VIEW

SE

SE

NW 

NW 

82.5 ft

82.5 ft

16 ft

30 ft Light Penetration 6 ft Light Penetration

16 ft

 
 

 

  

 3 ft Light Penetration



Structural components

ROOF

STEEL FRAMING

BEAMS + COLUMNS

STRUCTURAL SHELL

CURTAIN WALL

TILT-UP WALL

COLUMNS

FLOOR SLABS

COLUMNS
The columns create 12 rectangular bays including  

one bay that houses a set of egress stairs. Each bay  

is roughly 800 SF in area. All bays run perpendicular  

to the NW curtain wall and SE tilt-up wall. 



SPATIAL ANALYSIS

8,315 NSF + 13,720 USF  
35% CIRCULATION
LINEAR GRID SYSTEM
The bays are organized in a linear grid system. The space is  

controlled by 6 weight bearing columns that run down the cen-

ter of the space. The space can be divided into two longitudinal 

bays,12 individual bays and/or a combination of double bays. 

PRIVACY
Generally, the number of thresholds increases the levels of  

privacy. Based on the existing floor plan, the entrance of the  

spine is the most public area and as you pass through the space  

it gradually becomes more private. Being mindful of the  

relationship of the bays to the main circulation will further  

assist with the various levels of privacy.  

791SF

773SF

MAIN ZONE. 8,303SF [ PRIVATE ]

LONGITUDINAL  
BAYS 

LONGITUDINAL &   
INDIVIDUAL BAYS

DOUBLE BAYS
~1,600SF

VISUAL THRESHOLD 
Linking inside to the outside

MAIN CIRC. 1,364SF  [ SEMI-PUBLIC / SEMI-PRIVATE ]

SPINE ZONE. 1,364SF [ PUBLIC ]

EGRES

PRIMARY THRESHOLD

226SF

816SF

796SF

817SF

798SF

815SF

796SF

816SF

797SF

816SF

548SF

230SF

361SF

222SF

273SF

273SF

131SF

227SF

57SF

56SF

62SF

70SF

283SF

N

5,516SF

4,511SF



SPATIAL ANALYSIS
LEVELS OF ENCLOSURE
The SE tilt-up wall has smaller window openings increasing the 

sense of enclosure in comparison to the curtain wall that offers less 

privacy. The bays along the SE wall are along the main circulation 

path, so the privacy disruption from the egress exit needs to be 

considered as well. 

THRESHOLDS
Longitudinal, latitudinal and individual bay thresholds variations  

are available for exploration dependent on program and privacy 

needs. Diagonal & organic circulation may assist with strict  

 organizational system 

EAST VIEW

NW VIEW

PRIMARY THRESHOLD

PRIMARY THRESHOLD

Left angular nook, 
No view, more enclosure

Sense of vast openness, creates a connection to
the outdoors. The vertical columns define the
perpendicular edges of a volume of space. The
horizontal beams further define space. 

The smaller window openings do not disrupt 
the vertical plane, further articulating the space. 
The entire f loor is enclosed by a U-shaped plane 
that is oriented primarily toward the curtain wall . 

SE VIEW

WEST VIEW



VOID ANALYSIS
Vertical connections exist between the 2nd and  

3rd floor. Horizontal connections occur between  

adjacent bays. An invisible boundary is created  

by the windows and columns — a perpendicular  

connection occurs between bays. Diagonal 

connections should be further analyzed. 

There is a delicate sense of balance  

between open and enclosed. 

ISSUES & GUIDELINES
COLUMNS
Vertical structural elements are located directly in the center of the 

space creating a division between zones. 

DESIGN GUIDELINE 

When space planning, focus on creating an authentic  
connection between the two zones, fostering relationships 
between different disciplines.   

U-SHAPED PLANE
The entire floor is enclosed by a U-shaped plane that is oriented 

primarily toward the curtain wall. 

DESIGN GUIDELINE 

Accept the orientation of the space. Consider treating the 
space infront of the column wall as a semi public space.  

GLARE & HEAT GAIN 
During the summer months the glare and heat gain are of concern 

with such large curtain windows. 

DESIGN GUIDELINE 

Implement automatic shading devices and/or foliage from  
nearby trees to prevent glare and excessive heat gain.

VERTICAL CONNECTION
Second and third floor connection limited to public elevator. 

DESIGN GUIDELINE 

Create a stairwell that connects employees with out  
disrupting the space. 



CLIENT PROFILE



FOUNDED IN 2004 
BY DANIEL LUBETZKY 
IN NEW YORK CITY
600 EMPLOYEES

Inspired by his father, who survived the  
Holocaust thanks to the courageous  
kindness of strangers, Daniel Lubetzky  
made it his life’s work to build a company 
that, at its core, inspired people to live a  
kind life. 

800K
2009

$800 / 2008

10 MILLION
2010

SAMPLE BUDGET

KIND continues  
to invest more  
in sampling than  
any other form  
of marketing. 

Sold a minority  
of stake to a  
private equity  
firm to expand  
distribution.  
KIND bars get 
into Starbucks. 

Success attributed 
to clear packaging 
which allowed  
customers to see  
all the ingredients. 



 

$1 MILLION IN 2004

$10 MILLION IN 2010

$120 MILLION IN 2012

$547 MILLION IN 2015 

KIND MOVEMENT
“NOT-ONLY-FOR-PROFIT”

THE KIND FOUNDATION

Created to foster communities.1 Million  
was awarded to 7 KIND people in 2016. 

MONTHLY DONATIONS

$10K donated each month to a social  
cause. Nominated and voted.

“KINDAWESOME” CARDS

Spot a kind act, give a kind snack. 

100% BOOK PROCEEDS 

“Do the KIND Thing,” a part-memoir,  
part-handbook for incorporating social  
responsibility into business ventures made  
The New York Times’ best-seller list. 

FOUNDED WITH A SOCIAL MISSION,  
THE KIND MOVEMENT CELEBRATES  
& INSPIRES KINDNESS THROUGH  
ACTS BIG & SMALL. 



a purpose-driven brand committed to maintaining a socially responsible workplace

PASSIONATE

HONEST

DRIVEN

KIND ACTS

CONSCIOUS COLLABORATORS

BRAND AMBASSADORS

TEAMS



 

DEMOCRATIZE THE SPACE 

Design platforms for employees and the CEO to 
know each other as individuals and not just 
‘co-workers’, laying the groundwork for a culture  
of trust, loyalty and professional autonomy. 

CHOICE & CONTROL

By providing a range of spaces that support  
different work modes, people can choose where  
to work, regardless of where they are in the  
organization’s hierarchy. 

BELONGING

Nurture a sense of belonging and foster trust  
between upper management and employees by 
thoughtfully blending spaces for socialization  
and collaboration with spaces that support  
focused work as well as rejuvenation through  
moments of solitude. 

PROMOTE SELF-EXPRESSION 

Seek variation over uniformity and prioritize  
self-expression and authenticity over perfection.  
Help people see their relationship to the  
organization, which leads to a sense of purpose  
in their work. 

ENHANCE WELLBEING 

The space should foster wellbeing through access to 
nature, views and daylight in addition to spaces that 
encourage a range of postures to prevent  
stiffness and pain. 

Do the KIND thing  
for your body,  
your taste and your world
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DO THE KIND THING FOR YOUR BODY,  
YOUR TASTE AND YOUR WORLD



PROGRAM
ANALYSIS



LOBBY & WAITING / 1 SEAT + 260 NSF
PURPOSE
Primary entrance. Introduction to company & first Impression.  

Opportunity to display products and introduce visitors to new  

innovations. 

ACTIVITIES
Screening, meeting, waiting & wayfinding  

ADJACENCIES
Bathroom, Cafe & Conference Rooms

FF&E
Reception counter & ergonomic chair, computer, phone, product 

display, comfortable lounge seating for 4-6 people, coffee tables  

and side tables, wayfinding 

PRIVATE WORKSPACES / 5 SEATS + 866 NSF
PURPOSE
Private workspace for resident workers that require auditory, visual,  

territorial and informational privacy such as accounting and  

human resources. Consider boundaries and transparency. 

ACTIVITIES
Focused work & rejuvenation. Working & small meetings. 

ADJACENCIES
Bathrooms, wellness center & cafe as well as primary views.  

Important that these employees do not feel excluded and maintain  

a sense of inclusiveness and approachability. Should be dispersed 
amongst respective departments. 

FF&E
Executive chair, desk, lounge seating, filing cabinets, storage,  

computers, phone, printer/scanner & teleconferencing capabilities.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ACCOUNTING / 7 SEATS + 604 NSF

PURPOSE
Processing & communication of financial information.  

Acoustical & Information Privacy Needs. 

ACTIVITIES
Analyzing, reporting, bookkeeping and payroll

ADJACENCIES
Human Resources, Sales & Purchasing, Cafe & Wellness Center,  

Primary Views, focus rooms & huddle rooms

FF&E
Executive chair, adjustable height desk, filing cabinets, storage,  

computers, phone & printer/scanner

OPERATIONS / 9 SEATS + 501 NSF
PURPOSE
Responsible for running departments successfully. Management of 

products, services and processes. Hoteling. 

ACTIVITIES
Overseeing, improving and developing everyday office work flow 

and productivity. Access to different departments to facilitate internal 

meetings. 

ADJACENCIES
Accounting, Sales, Quality Assurance & Purchasing

FF&E
Executive chairs, adjustable height desk, filing cabinets, storage,  

computers, phone & printer/scanner

HUMAN RESOURCES / 2 SEATS + 340 NSF
PURPOSE
Manage employee relations as well as protect the privacy of it’s  

employees. Acoustical & Information Privacy Needs. 

ACTIVITIES
Hiring, compensation, administration & training of personnel.  

As well as the collection, storage, use, disclosure and retention  

of employee personal information. Recruit, hire and terminate  

positions. 

ADJACENCIES
Accounting, Lobby & Waiting Area, huddle rooms & focus rooms

FF&E
Executive chair, adjustable height desk, lounge spaces, filing  

cabinets, storage, computers, phone & printer/scanner

PRINT & COLLATING ROOM / N/A + 100 NSF
PURPOSE
Printing both small and large scale, binding, photocopying etc. 

ACTIVITIES
Collision Zone, production of promotional mockups, editing

ADJACENCIES
Marketing. Accounting and sales departments will have their own 

individual printers. 

FF&E
Large format printing, binding equipment, trimming station, large 

cutter, lightbox,  
 
MARKETING / 6 SEATS + 579 NSF
A creative and strategic department that manages the company’s 

brand and develop new markets. 

PURPOSE
Promotes your business & drives sales of its products.  

ACTIVITIES
Provides necessary research to identify your target customers.  

Collaboration as well as focused work. 

ADJACENCIES
Huddle Rooms, Sales, Cafe & Wellness Center, Test Kitchen, Printing 

& Collating

FF&E
Hived workstations with executive chair, adjustable height-desks, 

filing cabinets, storage, computers, phone & printer/scanner, lounge 

seating, presentation solutions, photography equipment & product 

staging area.

IT DEPARTMENT / 4 SEATS + 612 NSF 
PURPOSE
Responsible for keeping electronic communication running smoothly. 

Acoustical & Information Privacy Needs. 

ACTIVITIES
Manage the server rooms and resolve IT problems.  

Not a collaborative space. 

ADJACENCIES
Server Room, Wellness Center & Cafe, Focus & Huddle Rooms

FF&E
Executive chairs, adjustable height desk, filing cabinets, storage,  

computers, phone & printer/scanner

SPACE DESCRIPTIONS



PURCHASING / 7 SEATS + 414 NSF
PURPOSE
To procure goods, supplies, resources, services, spare parts & raw  

material. 

ACTIVITIES
Create purchase orders & manage inventory

ADJACENCIES
Sales, Accounting & Operations

FF&E
Executive chair, adjustable height desk, filing cabinets, storage,  

computers, phone & printer/scanner

QUALITY ASSURANCE / 4 SEATS + 201 NSF
The maintenance of a desired level of quality in a service or  

product, especially by means of attention to every stage of the  

process of delivery or production.

PURPOSE
To ensure quality of product & reduce defects

ACTIVITIES
Test product & improve existing products.

ADJACENCIES
Test Kitchen & Cafe 

FF&E
Executive chair, adjustable height desk, filing cabinets, storage,  

computers, phone & printer/scanner

SALES / 19 SEATS + 858 NSF
PURPOSE
The division of a business that is responsible for selling product.  

Often partnered with marketing in a reciprocating relationship  

within the world of business

ACTIVITIES
Semiprivate spaces for phone calls, forming vendor relations 

ADJACENCIES
Marketing, Test Kitchen and Wellness Center & Cafe

FF&E
Executive chair, desk, filing cabinets, storage, computers, phone  

& printer/scanner

TEST KITCHEN / 10 SEATS + 500 NSF
PURPOSE
Generate new ideas & recipes, test product & improve existing 

products

ACTIVITIES
Cooking, baking, chopping, washing, cleaning, tasting! 

ADJACENCIES
Marketing, Quality Assurance & Cafe

FF&E
Refrigerator, sinks, oven, stove, dishwasher, storage, Vitamix, Breville 

Juicer, Collaboration & conferencing space for 10 people

CAFE / 40 SEATS + 800 NSF
A cafe vibe with views to the outside can be an inspiring place  

to work — either with someone or alone. 

PURPOSE
Offer food & beverages for employees & visitors

ACTIVITIES
Eat & Drink, Collision Zone, Sense of Belonging

ADJACENCIES
Test Kitchen

FF&E
Dining chairs and tables for 40 employees that support dining,  

lounging and casual work, a food counter and a preparation area

LARGE CONFERENCE / 12 SEATS + 480 NSF 
MEDIUM CONFERENCE / 8 SEATS + 300 NSF
PURPOSE
The purpose of achieving a common goal through verbal interaction. 

Collaborative space — is auditory privacy necessary?

ACTIVITIES
Meeting, collaborating, innovating, sharing information & socializing

ADJACENCIES
Lobby & Waiting Area

FF&E
Centralized conference table, task chairs, teleconferencing capabil-

ities, tv screen with seamless sharing capabilities, ideating screens, 

ability to pinup ideas, storage for supplies that may facilitate meetings 

(dongles, pens, etc.) 

SERVER ROOM / N/A + 180 NSF 
PURPOSE
Continuous operation of computer servers

ACTIVITIES
Configuration & troubleshooting

ADJACENCIES
Not near exterior walls or top floor inorder to avoid moisture

FF&E
Servers, colder than other areas. 

STORAGE ROOMS / N/A + 120 NSF
FURNITURE STORAGE ROOM / N/A + 120 NSF 
PURPOSE
Furniture, printing & bathroom supply storage

ACTIVITIES
Organization, Stock replenishment

ADJACENCIES
Bathroom & Print Room, Test Kitchen & Cafe

FF&E
Shelving and adequate ventilation

HUDDLE ROOMS / 4 SEATS + 100 NSF 
Small and flexible conference areas that are equipped with audio, 

video and display system technology. Also referred to as breakout 

rooms. Acoustical Privacy needs.

PURPOSE
Impromptu, or previously scheduled, meetings to collaborate  

on projects. 

ACTIVITIES
Small groups (3-4), exchange ideas

ADJACENCIES
Workstations, Large and Medium Conference Rooms

FF&E
Comfortable lounge seating, table, teleconferencing capabilities, tv 

screen with seamless sharing capabilities, ideating screens

 



FOCUS ROOMS  / 2 SEATS + 160 NSF
PURPOSE
A private space where employees won’t be distracted or disturbed. 

Acoustical Privacy needs. 

ACTIVITIES
Focusing — Absorbing information, Contemplating, Thinking deeply, 

Focusing on a task, Innovating, Creating, Conversing privately

Rejuvenating — Taking a break, Becoming inspired, Praying/meditat-

ing, Getting away from others, Being alone with one’s thoughts, 

Handling a personal issue

ADJACENCIES
No specific adjacency requirements, ideally views to the outside to 

further rejuvenate and increase wellbeing, ultimately encouraging  

a sense of belonging. 

FF&E
Lounge chair, small side table at appropriate height for laptop with 

ergonomics in mind, plant, views, visually appealing environment, 

variety. 

MOTHERS ROOM / 1 SEAT + 100 NSF
PURPOSE
The ability to pump throughout the day allows mothers to keep up 

their milk supply and enables them to save and take home the  

nutrient-rich milk they have pumped. Visual Privacy. 

ACTIVITIES
Each mother is responsible for cleaning her own accessory kit and for 

overall maintenance of the room. A list of specific user responsibilities 

will be provided to each woman.

ADJACENCIES
Wellness Room, Plumbing requirements

FF&E
A nursing room includes a breast pump, refrigerator, sink, cleaning 

supplies, table, mirror, hooks for hanging clothing and a comfortable 

chair. The room is locked to ensure the mother’s security and privacy. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

WELLNESS CENTER / 1,000 NSF

PURPOSE
To encourage healthy lifestyles both physically and mentally.  

Yoga studio with acoustical privacy, spa services such as a  

massage room with acupuncture, gym equipment, treadmills,  

spinning, showers. Movement throughout the workday can contribute 

to an employee’s wellbeing. Yoga classes in the workplace boost  

productivity, reduce sick days, increase mental clarity, combat 

fatigue, improve memory, strengthen the muscles, fight stress and 

increase workplace satisfaction. 

ACTIVITIES
A variety of activities for varying personality types to energize,  

decompress, connect, disconnect and fight stress and fatigue. 

ADJACENCIES
Mothers Room and Cafe 

FF&E
Showers & lockers, gym equipment, massage tables, spinning bikes, 

treadmills, storage for yoga props

LOBBY & WAITING

PRIVATE WORKSPACES

ACCOUNTING

OPERATIONS

HUMAN RESOURCES

MARKETING

IT DEPARTMENT

PURCHASING

QUALITY ASSURANCE

SALES

TEST KITCHEN

CAFE

LARGE CONFERENCE

MEDIUM CONFERENCE

SERVER ROOM

STORAGE ROOMS

FURNITURE STORAGE ROOM

PRINT & COLLATING ROOM

   PRIMARY
  SECONDARY 

  UNDESIRABLE

MATRIX 

64 EMPLOYEES    
8,315 NSF + 13,720 USF  
35% CIRCULATION  



ADJACENCIES 1

LOBBY 
1 / 260

ACCOUNTING 
7 + 604

OPERATIONS 
9 + 501

HUMAN  
RESOURCES 

2 + 340

SERVER  
ROOM 

N/A + 180 

PRIMARY ADJACENCY
SECONDARY ADJACENCY
ACCESS TO DAYLIGHT
ACOUSTICAL PRIVACY 
SECONDARY SUPPORT

STORAGE  
ROOMS 

N/A + 120 

FURNITURE  
STORAGE  
N/A + 120 

PRINT LAB 
N/A + 100

HUDDLE ROOMS 
4 + 200 

MEDIUM  
CONFERENCE 

8 + 300

MOTHERS 
ROOM 
1 + 100

DISTRIBUTED MODEL
Resident neighborhood with  

dispersed privacy settings

1 PRIVACY SETTING  
PER 8 PEOPLE

ZONE MODEL
Small nomadic camp with  

privacy protocol

(Steelcase, The Privacy Solution)

10 — 14 SEATS

PRIVATE 
WORKSPACES 

5 + 866

CAFE 
40 + 800

STA
IR

S

MARKETING 
6 + 579

TEST  
KITCHEN 
10 + 500

LARGE 
CONFERENCE 

12 + 480

QUALITY  
ASSURANCE 

4 + 201

PURCHASING 
7 + 414

3RD FLOOR 

2ND FLOOR 

WELCOME

IT 
4 + 612 

SALES 
19 + 858

FOCUS  
ROOM  
2 + 160

FOCUS  
ROOM  
2 + 160

COLLISION HUB



ADJACENCIES 2

LOBBY 
1 / 260

ACCOUNTING 
7 + 604

OPERATIONS 
9 + 501

HUMAN  
RESOURCES 

2 + 340

SERVER  
ROOM 

N/A + 180 

PRIMARY ADJACENCY
SECONDARY ADJACENCY
ACCESS TO DAYLIGHT
ACOUSTICAL PRIVACY
VISUAL PRIVACY 
SECONDARY SUPPORT
BREAKOUT SPACE

STORAGE  
ROOMS 

N/A + 120 

FURNITURE  
STORAGE  
N/A + 120 

PRINT LAB 
N/A + 100

HUDDLE ROOMS 
2 + 200 

HUDDLE ROOMS 
2 + 200 

MEDIUM  
CONFERENCE 

8 + 300

STA
IR

S

MARKETING 
6 + 579

TEST  
KITCHEN 
10 + 500

LARGE 
CONFERENCE 

12 + 480

QUALITY  
ASSURANCE 

4 + 201

PURCHASING 
7 + 414

3RD FLOOR 

2ND FLOOR 

WELCOME

IT 
4 + 612 

SALES 
19 + 858

FOCUS  
ROOM  
2 + 160

FOCUS  
ROOM  
2 + 160

WELLNESS CENTER 
40 + 1000

CAFE 
40 + 800

MOTHERS 
ROOM 
1 + 100



HUDDLE  
2 + 200 

FINAL ADJACENCY

ACCOUNTING 
7 + 604

OPERATIONS 
9 + 501

HUMAN  
RESOURCES 

2 + 340

SERVER  
ROOM 

N/A + 180 

COMPUTER 
MAINTENANCE 

N/A + 180 

PRIMARY ADJACENCY
SECONDARY ADJACENCY
ACCESS TO DAYLIGHT
ACOUSTICAL PRIVACY
VISUAL PRIVACY 
SECONDARY SUPPORT
PUBLIC SPACE

STORAGE  
ROOMS 

N/A + 120 

FURNITURE  
STORAGE  
N/A + 120 

PRINT LAB 
N/A + 100

HUDDLE ROOMS 
2 + 200 

STA
IR

S

MARKETING 
6 + 579

MEDIUM 
CONFERENCE 

12 + 480

LARGE 
CONFERENCE 

12 + 480

QUALITY  
ASSURANCE 

4 + 201

PURCHASING 
7 + 414

3RD FLOOR 

2ND FLOOR 

IT 
4 + 612 

SALES 
19 + 858

FOCUS  
ROOM  
2 + 160

CAFE 
40 + 800

MOTHERS 
ROOM 
1 + 100

A Cafe & Wellness Center are  

at the core of the KIND headquarters 

with small nomadic neighborhoods  

connected through interdepenedent 

parts, fostering a sense of belonging. 

Executives and managers are  

near corresponding department  

instead of secluded in their own  

‘domain’ of executives. Further 

assisting with democraziting the 

space and breaking boundaries  

of hierarchy creating a sense of  

inclusion and belonging. 

WELLNESS CENTER 
12 + 500

TEST  
KITCHEN 
10 + 500

LOBBY 
1 / 260

WELCOME

FOCUS  
ROOM  
2 + 160



TEST KITCHEN

COOKING
EQUIPMENT

PREP 
STATION

CLEANUP
DISHWASHER

QUALITY  
ASSURANCE 

4 + 201

WELLNESS CENTER

DINING

LOUNGE

COLLAB

SOLO
WORK

SPA

YOGA

SPIN

CARDIO

WEIGHTS

MOTHERS 
ROOM 
1 + 100

PRIMARY ADJACENCY

SECONDARY ADJACENCY

ACCESS TO DAYLIGHT

ACOUSTICAL PRIVACY

VISUAL PRIVACY 

SECONDARY SUPPORT

BREAKOUT SPACE

MICRO ADJACENCY
BREAK OUT SPACE 

CAFE

CAFE 
COUNTER

R&D  
COLLAB

SHOWERS

A well designed breakout space with multiple layers of  

activities encourages exploration and engagement  

between resident employees and public visitors. The 

placement of the breakout space at the entrance near 

the lobby facilitates a sense of ownership and belonging 

which is important to KIND. 



MICRO ADJACENCY
MARKETING 

PRIMARY ADJACENCY

SECONDARY ADJACENCY

ACCESS TO DAYLIGHT

ACOUSTICAL PRIVACY

VISUAL PRIVACY 

SECONDARY SUPPORT

BREAKOUT SPACE

STORAGE  
ROOMS 

N/A + 120 

PUBLIC
RELATIONS

DIGITAL

MARKET
RESEARCH

HUDDLE ROOMS 
2 + 200 

LARGE  
CONFERENCE 

ROOM
FOCUS  
ROOM  
2 + 160

FOCUS  
ROOM  
2 + 160

PRINT LAB 

PHOTO
STUDIO

FILM 
STUDIO

COPY
WRITING SEO

SOCIAL
MEDIA

WEBSITE

EMAIL
NEWSLETTER

A hive is a grouping of workstations that allows 
people to harmoniously engage in individual &  
collaborative work. 
Herman Miller, Living Spaces 

Encouraging a nomadic setting will increase collaboration 

outside of direct adjacencies. Collaborative and focused 

work spaces are necessary as well as varying ways of  

displaying and discussing design progress in an  

environment that facilitates healthy feedback. 



DESIGN GUIDELINES
FOSTER A SENSE OF BELONGING
Through nomadic, flexible neighborhoods, connected through interdependent parts, employees form social  

relationships with unlikely teams, nurturing a sense of ownership while diminishing hierarchical boundaries. 

ENCOURAGE PHYSICAL WELLBEING
By providing ergonomic furniture that encourages a range of postures that prevent stiffness and pain as well as access  

to a state of the art wellness center that promotes movement and strengthens muscles, productivity improves. 

ENCOURAGE EMOTIONAL &  
 COGNITIVE WELLBEING
Through access to nature, views and daylight as well as a spa and yoga studio that fosters mental clarity, improves  

memory, fights stress, workplace satisfaction increases. 

PROVIDE A RANGE OF SPACES 
By providing a range of spaces that support different work modes, people can choose where and  

how to work, regardless of where they are in the organization’s hierarchy.

FOSTER OPENNESS & TRANSPARENCY
Through an inclusive and interconnected organization trust is built between administration and employees. 



ESSENTIAL PURPOSE
Make the world a little kinder, one snack at a time. 

MAIN GOALS
The Miami headquarters will facilitate business relations with  

international markets in Central and South America — fulfilling their 

global mission of bringing social, responsible acts of kindess outside 

of the United States. 

DOMINANT FEATURES
A central collision hub revolving around the café & wellness center, 

encourages authentic social interactions with a sense of connectivity 

to the companies values, social mission and team. Nomadic  

workspaces support mobile behaviors further providing workers  

with the choice to work alone or with others. 

CRUCIAL ASPECTS 
The company has grown quickly and the actual structuring of  

decision making needs to be decentralized throughout a larger 

group. Through a nomadic work environment, connected through 

interdependent parts, employees will branch outside of their  

departments and form social relationships with unlikely teams,  

connecting them to the overall essence of KIND, while diminishing  

the hierarchical boundaries. 

GoALS
STATEMENT
TO CREATE AN INCLUSIVE  
& INTERCONNECTED  
ORGANIZATION THAT  
NURTURES A SENSE OF  
BELONGING; FOSTERING  
A CULTURE OF TRUST,  
LOYALTY & PROFESSIONAL  
AUTONOMY THROUGH 
OPENNESS, TRANSPARENCY 
& FLEXIBLE SPACES.

COGNITIVE

WELLBEING

EMOTIO
NAL

PHYSICAL

ACCESS TO NATURE,  
VIEWS AND DAYLIGHT, IN  

ADDITION TO SPACES THAT  
ENCOURAGES MOVEMENT! 

1. 2.

3.



INTYPE MODEL



Incubate
Shared spatial unit yet isolated  
from larger environment. 

2

1

SUNSPINE
Circulation path bordered 
along curtain wall. Encourages  
wellbeing by providing access  
to nature and views.

Marching Order
Sequence of repeating forms

3



FLOOR PLANS



UP

Test Kitchen 500

SECOND FLOOR
SCALE 1/16” = 1’

Yoga 580

Storage 120

Mothers
Room 100 Large Conference Room 480

Focus 80

Focus 80

Server 180

IT 150

Computer Maintenance 336

CFO 200

IT Dept. Lounge Acct. 216

HR 150 HR Assistant

Touchdown
Acct. Manager

Collab.

Huddle 100

Huddle 100

Storage 120

Acct. Safe 100

Acct. Storage 120

Cafe 800

Collision 

Lobby

Reception

Scale 1/8” = 1’



DN

THIRD FLOOR
SCALE 1/16” = 1’

Print & Photo 180

Focus 

Mkting. 390

 Purchasing 400

Marketing 858

Quality
Assurance

Operations

Exec Assistant

COO 200 Op. Mnger. 150 

Sales Mngr. 150 Huddle 100

CMO 200

Focus

Mkting Mngr. 150

Medium Conference 300 Agriculture Dept. 350

Scale 1/8” = 1’



CEILING PLANS



10' - 0"

14' - 0"

RCP Level 2
SCALE 1/16” = 1’

Recessed Downlight

Linear Suspension

Acoustical Cloud w/ LED 

Scale 1/8” = 1’



10' - 0"

14' - 0"

RCP Level 3
SCALE 1/16” = 1’

Recessed Downlight

Linear Suspension

Acoustical Cloud w/ LED 

Scale 1/8” = 1’



PERSPECTIVES+  
ELEVATIONS



Main Entrance / Reception Desk

Plant

Cafe Kitchenette



Third Floor Entrance /  
Collision Nooks

Third Floor /  
Gang of Enclosed Executives & 
Managers











MOOD IMAGES 
& MATERIALS





THANK YOU!


